
Best Path Problem Solving Crystal Stone Grid

Center Circle: Chiastolite
Triangle: Rutilated Quartz
Star: Emerald
Dot: Sodalite
Open Circle: Kimberlite
Square: Celestite
Outside Circle: Lodestone
Flanking Outside: Starry Jasper

The intention of this grid is to support the Highest Outcome to unfold when there are multiple possible 
outcomes, some maybe not-so-awesome.   It's less a good luck grid, though there are some elements of 
that, and more of a support to help you to make the very best decisions and to highlight the very best 
path forward.  

The grid is intended to respectfully nudge the energies surrounding the situation into a supportive and 
favorable position, as well as helping you to remain more objective, resilient to pressure, and plugged 
into spiritual guidance and real world assistance, as appropriate.  It also is intended to help you attract 
those things that you wish to manifest and to release the outcomes and energies that don't serve you any 
longer.

Obviously, this is the grid to set up when you have hard decisions to make that may unfold with great 
consequence to you.  It's basically a “help me find the best path forward” grid that is especially helpful 
when the outcomes can send you off in totally different life paths.

It is recommended to set this grid up in a space where you are meditating or sleeping so that “answers” 



can filter in through your subconscious upon waking.  If your career is one that is based on helping 
people solve problems, or that which you have problem solving to do as a matter of course, then I 
would recommend placing it in the workspace itself.  If your problem solving has to do with issues of 
money, you might wish to set it up with an “attracting abundance” grid or meditation stones.
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